Instructions for Quartz Anniversary Clocks

4/4 Westminster/Bim-Bam-clock with Volume Reduction

Melody selection
Use the 3-position switch [1] in base of clock to select between the following melody options: 4/4 Westminster, Bim-Bam and sound off.

Night Volume Reduction
The night volume reduction feature of your clock is controlled by a switch [2] in base of clock showing a "SUN" and "MOON" symbol.

When the switch [2] is set to "SUN" symbol, clock will strike and chime at full volume.

To activate night volume reduction, move switch [2] to the "MOON" symbol before the full hour. Clock will reduce its chime volume for the next eight (8) hours. Chime volume reduction period will begin and end on the hour and will repeat every day.

To cancel, return switch [2] setting to "SUN" symbol.

Example:
To activate chime volume reduction feature for the eight (8) hour period from 11:00 PM to 7:00 AM, move switch [2] to "MOON" symbol sometime between 10:00 PM and 11:00 PM. Clock will chime at a reduced volume starting at 11:00 PM and resume chiming at full volume at 7:00 AM.

Clock will not chime on the quarter (1/4) hour when hands are moved manually. Allow one (1) full hour for clock to adjust itself to chime the quarter (1/4) hour in Westminster mode only. Clock will only strike the hour and the half (1/2) hour in the BIM-BAM mode.

Batteries
Your clock is equipped with two batteries [3] of size "AA" located in the base and the movement of the clock. Replace batteries [3] when clock loses time, pendulum stops or chimes sound off key. Always replace both batteries at a time and use alkaline batteries only. Before returning clock for service, try fresh new alkaline batteries of size "AA".